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The HP0-Y18 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The HP0-Y18 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The HP0-Y18 exam is very challenging, but with our HP0-Y18 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the HP0-Y18 exam on your FIRST TRY!
HP HP0-Y18 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for HP0-Y18 exam
- Try a demo before buying any HP exam
- HP0-Y18 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified HP0-Y18 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- HP0-Y18 tested and verified before publishing
- HP0-Y18 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- HP0-Y18 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP0-Y18 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This HP0-Y18 test is an important part of HP certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The HP0-Y18 exam is essential and core part of HP certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real HP0-Y18 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your HP HP0-Y18 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your HP0-Y18 now!
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Questions: 1
Your network includes a building with multiple ProCurve AP 530s. You want the APs to enforce
the same security settings, but the APs require different radio settings. What is required for
ProCurve Mobility Managers (PMMs) to successfully configure the APs?
A. You must use a configuration template instead of custom groups to configure the AP 530s.
B. You cannot place the AP 530s into a custom group. You must configure all settings
individually.
C. You must place the AP 530s into a custom group and configure settings from the custom
group and configure radio settings individually.
D. You must configure the radio settings individually before you place the AP 530s into a custom
group; then you can configure other settings.
Answer: C
Questions: 2
Which ProCurve Mobility Manager (PMM) feature allows you to prevent a station from associating
to any AP or a Radio Port (RP) managed by PMM?
A. MAC lockout
B. Inter-station blocking
C. Client deauthentication
D. Access Control List (ACL)
Answer: A
Questions: 3
Which radio settings can you configure for a ProCurve Radio Port (RP) using ProCurve Mobility
Manager (PMM)? (Select two.)
A. Slot time
B. Preamble length
C. Self healing radios
D. Enable or disable a radio
E. Automatic Channel Selection (ACS)
Answer: D, E
Questions: 4
Your company wants to use the 2.4GHz frequency on both of your ProCurve AP 530 radios.
What must you do so that both radios can use this frequency?
A. Set both radios to either 802.11g or 802.11b.
B. Set both radios to either 802.11g or 802.11b, and install an external antenna for radio 2.
C. Install an 802.11b/g card on radio 2, and set both radios to either 802.11g or 802.11b.
D. Set one radio to 802.11g and one radio to 802.11b, install an external antenna for radio 1, and
configure radio 1 to use an external antenna.
Answer: B
Questions: 5
What is the default management username and password on the ProCurve AP 530?
A. The username is admin, and the password is admin.
B. The username is admin, and the password is procurve.
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C. The username is manager, and the password is procurve.
D. The username is admin, and there is no default password.
Answer: A
Questions: 6
A network administrator accesses the Marketing WLAN, which is assigned to VLAN 32 on the
ProCurve AP 530. When the AP 530 submits the administrator's login credentials to the RADIUS
server, the RADIUS server returns a dynamic VLAN assignment of 10 to the AP 530. The AP 530
is using the default settings for dynamic and static VLAN support. In which VLAN does the AP
530 place the network administrator's traffic?
A. 32, because dynamic VLANs are disabled by default
B. The default management VLAN, because there is a VLAN conflict
C. 10, because dynamic VLAN assignments override static VLAN assignments
D. 32, because static VLAN assignments override dynamic VLAN assignments
Answer: C
Questions: 7
Which Quality of Service (QoS) mechanism do both the ProCurve AP 420 and the ProCurve AP
530 support?
A. Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM)
B. SpectraLink Voice Priority (SVP)
C. Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
D. Wi-Fi Multimedia Extensions (WME)
Answer: B
Questions: 8
What purpose does the second software image on the ProCurve AP 420 serve?
A. It allows you to choose two different images to load onto the AP.
B. It allows you to keep the last software image that was loaded onto the AP.
C. It provides a failsafe image in the event the primary image becomes corrupted.
D. It provides an alternate software version in the event the primary does not support your
configuration.
Answer: C
Questions: 9
Your company has a branch office down the street from your main office. You want to connect the
networks between the two offices, and physical cabling is not an option. Which wireless devices
should you select for this environment?
A. Two ProCurve AP 420s
B. Two ProCurve AP 530s
C. Two RP 230s and a Wireless Edge Services xl Module
D. Two RP 220s with Yagi antennas and a Wireless Edge Services zl Module
Answer: B
Questions: 10
What does Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) on the ProCurve AP 530 prevent?
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A. Loops over connections to stations in the wireless network
B. Loops over the AP Ethernet and wireless bridge connections
C. Loops over connections between stations in the wireless and the wired network
D. Loops over connections between only wireless stations associated with multiple APs
Answer: B
Questions: 11
Your wireless network currently consists of an Employee's WLAN. You are adding a second
WLAN, named Guests. What must you do to enable your ProCurve AP 420 to advertise the
Guests WLAN?
A. Add the Guests WLAN, and enable open system on it.
B. Add the Guests WLAN, and activate open system globally.
C. Add the Guests WLAN, and choose this WLAN for the primary WLAN.
D. Activate closed system on the Employees WLAN, and add the Guests WLAN in open system.
Answer: C
Questions: 12
Wireless networks present certain challenges. Which wireless network challenge does ProCurve
Mobility Infrastructure Solutions help you address?
A. Users are less productive when using a wireless connection.
B. 802.11 standards do not provide any guidelines for Layer 2 roaming.
C. 802.11 standards do not provide any encryption, so you must create VPN tunnels to each end
station.
D. Multiple users connect to the network through the same AP, but access must be authorized for
each user.
Answer: D
Questions: 13
What is a function of ProCurve Identity Driven Manager (IDM)?
A. It identifies which wireless users must associate to the wireless network.
B. It enables you to load different configuration files onto your ProCurve Mobility Infrastructure
devices.
C. It guides you in creating policies that can be applied, through RADIUS, to either wired or
wireless users.
D. It adds special features to ProCurve Manager (PCM) for configuring radio and wireless
security settings.
Answer: C
Questions: 14
Click the Exhibit button.
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